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Executive Summary 
As part of the Hamilton South 'Garden Suburb' (HSGS) Heritage Conservation Area (HCA) review, a 
survey of local community members was conducted to gain an understanding of what residents and 
property owners value about the HSGS HCA. The survey was conducted in 8 October 2014 and 
closed 24 October 2014 and received a total of 246 responses to the survey. During this time two 
drop in sessions were also held. 
 
Awareness and attitudes 

• 97% are aware that they are a resident of the HCA  
• 92% agree with the HSGS being a HCA  
• 60% of participants within the HSGS HCA have not lodged a development application with 

Council to make changes to property in the HSGS HCA in the last 10 years  
 
Contributory buildings 

• 95% think there are buildings in the HSGS HCA that contribute positively to the character of 
the area  

• 56% would find it helpful if the contributory buildings were identified on a map, 29% do not.  
• 93% think new development (alterations/ additions or new buildings) should be designed to fit 

the existing character of the HCA  
• 55% indicated that the guidelines for development in the HSGS HCA should be merit based, 

with 45% supportive of a prescriptive standard.  
 
Top three elements most valued  

• 92% streetscape and character  
• 89% heritage houses and buildings  
• 77% proximity to facilities and services  

 
Top three aspects to be included in development guidelines  

• 78% examples of concept plans for alterations / additions  
• 69% examples of architect designed sketches  
• 63% guidance about fences  

 
Circumstances that buildings in HSGS HCA should be allowed to be demolished  

• 60% building has been altered and detracts from the streetscape and area's character  
• 53% poor structural conditions  
• 30% poor condition of building  
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Introduction 
As part of the Heritage Conservation Area (HCA) Development Control Plans (DCP) review 
a survey was developed to gain community feedback.  

To date the Cooks Hill consultation has been completed. This study looks at the Hamilton 
South Garden Suburb (HSGS) HCA, which includes parts of the following suburbs; Hamilton 
South, Hamilton East, The Junction and Merewether (see figure 1).  

The objectives of this review were to: 

1. ensure that as the city moves towards 2030, an attractive and distinctive built 
environment, focussed around people, reinforces Newcastle’s unique sense of 
identity and built environment and is aligned with objective 5.1 of the 2030 Newcastle 
Community Strategic Plan.  

2. produce development controls that are consistent with the principles of the Newcastle 
Heritage Policy, are easy to use, and unambiguous. 

3. produce development controls that are supported by a clear character statement that 
shapes the desired future character of each area.  

4. ensure that Council’s role in regulating development in heritage areas is supported 
by a framework of best practice defined by the NSW Heritage Council.  

5. incorporate input from property owners, residents and industry stakeholders on how 
the development controls are best structured and designed.   

Report purpose 
The aim of the study was to gain an understanding of what residents and property owners 
value about the HSGS and how Council can enhance these values within the context of 
development assessment.  

Where to from here 
The data will be considered in the re-formulation of the statement of significance and desired future 
character statement for HSGS. These elements will be considered and incorporated into the DCP. 
The information will be reported to Council as part of the review as background data. Newcastle East 
and The Hill HCA will be reviewed early 2015.  

Methodology 
Questionnaire design 
A structured questionnaire with a total of 12 questions was created. Questions were broadly 
structured around three areas: awareness and attitudes, contributory buildings, and 
regulation and development control. A copy of the survey is included in Appendix I. 
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Survey area and sampling 
The map below shows the HSGS area of focus.  

 
Figure 1 Hamilton South Garden Suburb Heritage Conservation Area Map 

Data collection 
The survey was launched 8 October 2014 and closed 24 October 2014. Residents received 
flyers in the mail inviting them to participate in the survey and if they required further 
information to attend one of two face to face drop in information sessions. These sessions 
were held at Hamilton Library on the 14 October 2pm to 5pm and 15 October 10am to 12pm 
(n=22). Hardcopy surveys were made available at these sessions.  

The online survey was open to Newcastle Voice residents living in the HSGS HCA (n=73) 
and HSGS HCA residents (invites delivered: n=1200). 

Response rate 
In total, 246 responses to the survey were received. Of which 20 were Newcastle Voice 
members (invited: n=73), 57 hardcopies, and 169 open sample surveys received.  
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Survey Findings 
While the survey was open to the broad community, the focus of this report is on HSGS HCA 
residents (97% of all respondents). These results are outlined in the following sections. 
Results from the 3% of respondents who are not HSGS HCA residents are presented 
separately in Appendix II. 

Awareness and attitude  
The following results are from respondents that identified themselves as HSGS HCA 
residents. 

• 96% have knowledge of what a HCA means 
• 97% of participants are residents of the HSGS HCA 
• 92% were aware that they live in the HSGS HCA 
• 92% agree with the HSGS being a HCA  
• 40% of participants within the HSGS HCA have not lodged a development application with 

Council to make changes to property in the HSGS HCA in the last 10 years  

 

 
Figure 2 Background survey participants 
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Respondents were asked what they value most about being a resident of the HSGS HCA. 
The most common responses were streetscape and character (92%), heritage houses and 
buildings (89%) and proximity to facilities and services (77%). 

 

 
Figure 3 What do you value most about being a resident of the HSGS HCA? 
Note: Multiple responses were permitted. 
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Contributory buildings 
Most respondents believed that there are buildings in the HSGS HCA that contribute 
positively to the character of the area (95%). When asked if it would be helpful for buildings 
that contribute positively to the heritage conservation area to be identified on a map, just 
over half of the respondents agreed (56%).  

 

 
Figure 4 Contributory buildings 
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Regulation and development control 
Respondents were asked ‘under what circumstances they think buildings in the HSGS HCA 
should be allowed to be demolished, the most common response was if the building has 
been altered and detracts from the streetscape and area's character (60%), followed by poor 
structural conditions (53%) and poor condition of building (30%). 

 

 
Figure 5  Under what circumstances do you think buildings in the HSGS HCA should be allowed to be 
demolished? 
Note: Multiple responses were permitted. 
 
When asked whether new developments should be designed to fit the existing character of 
the HSGS HCA, the majority of respondents agreed (93%).  

 
Figure 6 Do you think new development (alterations/ additions or new buildings) should be designed to 
fit the existing character of Cooks Hill Heritage Conservation Area? 
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Respondents were also asked their preferences in regard to standardising the guidelines for 
development in the HSGS HCA, with examples given for merit-based and prescriptive 
guidelines. Opinion was divided, with slightly more support for the merit based guideline 
(55%) versus the prescriptive standard (45%). 

 
Figure 7 Do you think the guidelines for development in the Cooks Hill Heritage Conservation Area 
should be merit based (open to interpretation), or should they be based on prescriptive standards? 

Respondents were asked what options they would like to see included in the DCP guidelines 
for the HSGS HCA. The most common response selected was examples of concept plans 
for alterations / additions (78%) followed by examples of architect designed sketches (69%) 
and guidance about fences (63%). 

Figure 8 Which of the following options, what would you like to see included in the Development Control 
Plans (DCP) guidelines? 
Note: Multiple responses were permitted.  
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Additional comments 
The graph below depicts the results from those respondents who provided a comment in 
response to an open ended question asking whether they had any additional comments in 
regards to the HSGS HCA. Full verbatim responses can be found in Appendix III.   

The additional comments received were separated into three main themes consisting of 
heritage planning and planning regulation, built environment and development and other. 
 
The most commented on subthemes were Maintain heritage significance / character of area 
(58%), Do not remove the Heritage Conservation Area (33%), Impact of new buildings 
(21%), Address increased traffic and parking issues (21%). 
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Maintain heritage significance / character of area 58%  

"Do not allow knock down rebuild projects to build big modern rendered monoliths i.e. like in 
Merewether.  Lets keep the Californian bungalow look." 

"All changes need to be sympathetic to the uniqueness and character of a conservation 
heritage area as the majority of residents enjoy the aesthetics and feel the way it is and 
oppose any watering down of regulations to allow unsympathetic changes." 

"Ownership should never be an excuse to destroy the ambience of the HSCA." 

Do not remove the Heritage Conservation Area 33% 

"Current guidelines should NOT be relaxed. The HSGS is not a large area and Council must 
play a key role in conserving this small but important area of Newcastles heritage." 

"Please keep us as the "Garden Suburb" Heritage conservation area." 

"Hamilton South is called the "Garden Suburb" for a reason. It needs to be protected from 
over development and poor development." 

Impact of new buildings 21% 

"Many homes are in character and have been tuckpointed, but are degraded because 
someone either stretches the current guidelines or is apparently allowed to disregard them 
with poorly conceived and cheap renovations next door or across the road." 

"There have been some applications for alterations to houses in the area that have been far 
from sympathetic to a heritage conservation area and a plan that would encourage 
development in keeping with the area would be a welcome change." 

"There are some existing buildings that detract greatly from the character of the area.  It is 
surprising that these buildings were approved given the strict regulations in place." 

Address increased traffic and parking issues 21% 

"Traffic planning need to match the uniqueness of the area. Parkway avenue is one of the 
main components of the heritage area and should be a collector road. Yet since the 
installation of traffic lights at the intersections with in Union St and Stewart Ave, parkway ave 
is treated as a sub arterial road. This is wrong!" 

"Unregistered cars on the street or in driveway visible from the street, should not be 
allowed." 

"All day parking by office and other workers detracts from the heritage aspect of the heritage 
area adjoining National Park and such parking should be restricted." 
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Appendix I- Survey 
 

Hamilton South “Garden Suburb” Heritage Conservation Area Survey 
This survey focuses on the Hamilton South 'Garden Suburb' Heritage Conservation 
Area. This area includes parts of Hamilton South, Hamilton East, The Junction 
and Merewether. 
 

The outcomes of this survey will allow Council to be better informed of what people 
value about the heritage conservation areas and how the community feel about 
heritage controls.  
 

Please complete the survey and use the enclosed envelop to return to the team by 
the 24th October 2014. 

 

 
 

The Hamilton South 'Garden Suburb' Heritage Conservation Area Map 
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AWARENESS AND ATTITUDINAL  

1.  Are you a resident of the Hamilton South “Garden Suburb”? 

Please note: The Hamilton South “Garden Suburb” Area includes parts of Merewether, The Junction, 
Hamilton South and Hamilton East. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Not sure 

1.a  If you answered ‘not sure’ above would you mind including your address below? This 
information will be used to determine if you are in the heritage area or not.  
 My address is __________________________________________________________ 

 I would prefer not to disclose this information 

2. Before today, were you aware that the Hamilton South “Garden Suburb” is a Heritage 
Conservation Area? 
Please note: The Hamilton South “Garden Suburb” Area includes parts of Merewether, The Junction, 
Hamilton South and Hamilton East. 
 Yes 

 No 

3. Do you agree with the Hamilton South “Garden Suburb” being a Heritage Conservation 
Area? 
 Yes 

 No 

 Not sure/ undecided 

4. Have you lodged a Development Application with Council to make changes to a property in 
the Hamilton South “Garden Suburb” Heritage Conservation Area in the last 10 years? 
 Yes 

 No 
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5. What do you value most about being a resident of the Hamilton Area? Select all that apply 
 Heritage houses and buildings 

 Streetscape and character  

 Uniqueness 

 Street trees 

 Parks and open space 

 A sense of community  

 Proximity to facilities and services 

 Village atmosphere 

 Market value of my home 

 History of area 

 Large block sizes 

 Layout of area 

 Other: 

CONTRIBUTORY BUILDINGS  

6. Do you think there are buildings in 
Hamilton South “Garden Suburb” Heritage 
Conservation Area that contribute 
positively to the character of the area? 
 Yes 

 No 

6a. Would you find it helpful if these 
buildings were identified on a map?  
 Yes 

 No 

REGULATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
CONTROL  

7. Under what circumstances do you think 
buildings in the Hamilton South “Garden 
Suburb” Heritage Conservation Area should be 
allowed to be demolished? 
 Under no circumstances 

 Poor condition of building 

 Poor structural conditions 

 Building has been altered and detracts 
from the streetscape and  the area’s 
character 

 Should be up to the owner 

 Other 

8. Do you think new development 
(alterations/ additions or new buildings) 
should be designed to fit the existing 
character of Hamilton South Garden 
Suburb Heritage Conservation Area? 

 Yes 

 No 

9. Do you think the guidelines for 
development in the Hamilton South Garden 
Suburb Heritage Conservation Area should 
be merit based (open to interpretation), or 
should they be based on prescriptive 
standards?  
 Merit based guideline. Example – a 

first floor addition to a single storey 
building is to complement the scale of 
the existing building and be 
compatible with neighbouring buildings 

 Prescriptive standard. Example – a 
first floor addition to a single storey 
building is to be located at the rear 
and must not be visible from the street 
frontage.  

10. What would you like to see included in 
the heritage development guidelines for the 
Hamilton South Garden suburb? Tick all 
that apply. 

 Examples of architect designed 
sketches 

 Examples of non-architect designed 
sketches 

 Example 3D graphic models 

 Examples of concept plans for 
alterations / additions 

 Examples of concept plans for new 
buildings 

 A fast track development approval 
process    

 Guidance about improving the 
environmental performance of 
buildings (eg. solar power, rainwater 
tanks) 

 Guidance about fences  

 Guidance about off-street car parking 
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11. Are there any other comments you would you like to make in regards to the Hamilton 
South “Garden Suburb” Heritage Conservation Area? 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix II - Results non- residents 
The results in Appendix II are based on respondents to the survey who were not residents of 
the HSGS HCA (n=7).  

 
Figure 9 Non - resident: Background survey participants 
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Figure 10 Non - resident: What do you value most about the HSGS HCA? 

 

 
Figure 11 Non - resident: Contributory buildings 
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Figure 12 Non - resident: Under what circumstances do you think buildings in the HSGS HCA should be 
allowed to be demolished? 

 
Figure 13 Non Do you think new development (alterations/ additions or new buildings) should be 
designed to fit the existing character of Cooks Hill Heritage Conservation Area? 
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Figure 14 Non - resident: Do you think new development (alterations/ additions or new buildings) should 
be designed to fit the existing character of Cooks Hill Heritage Conservation Area? 

 

 
Figure 15 Non - resident: Which of the following options, what would you like to see included in the 
Development Control Plans (DCP) guidelines? 
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Appendix II - Flyer 
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Appendix III- Verbatims 
Under what circumstances do you think buildings in the Hamilton South 'Garden 
Suburb' Heritage Conservation Area should be allowed to be demolished? 
Note: XXXX denotes where information has been removed to protect respondent's identity. 

From experience I know that some investors or owners use the excuse of 

All of the above in consultation between owner and Council 

an effort to retain as much of the original facades as possible should be made or if total replacement is required 
then the new building should be in keeping with the rest of the homes in the street. 

As long as streetscape has/is maintained and obey all old rules and old regulations 

build a new house but in the character of the heritage area 

Building that are demolished must be replaced with Sympathetic Heritage Architectural design 

From experience I know that some investors or owners use the excuse of 

Has to be dangerous to the community 

House in poor condition or poor structural condition should be remediated. Demolition should only occur in 
situations of natural disaster where a property is unsalvagable. this is not the current practice as evidenced by the 
developments on the western side of the Kenrick/Smith St intersection 

I have lived in my home in ram Streeet from 1980 and have witnessed the care taken by manyresidents to 
renovate within the provisions of the Conservation plan.In the same period other residents have pushed the margin 
in regard to the bulk and positionoing of second floor additions which have compromiseh the integrity of the 
streetscape and the character of the suburb. Given these circumstances and the fact that at least one houe in my 
strret was demolished without Council approval or inspection I would propose that any issue oof structural safety or 
poor condition of building be subject to rigorour inspection and if necessary to be demolished must be rebuilt in 
character and building form to replicate the heritage conservation standards of the suburb. 

If it becomes decrepit and is to be replaced by a building with similar visual streetscape 

If people don't like our style of life go to Brandy Hill or build on a former unsed site 

If the above conditions apply - the replacement building should be of a design that is completely in character with 
the Area - in materials + design + sitting on the block 

If the building doesn't contribute to the heritage character 

Rather than demolition where brick condition is poor, rendering in heritage colours should be permitted 

redevelopment should fit character of area 

Should be able to be demolished so long as they are reconstructed to fit in with the streetscape and the areas 
character. 

Unless absolute iconic structure, should be up to owner 

When the original dwelling/design was very poor quality and aesthetically unappealing right from the beginning. 
There is no point retaining something that was never good 
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Additional comments 
1. Do not allow knock down rebuild projects to build big modern rendered monoliths i.e. like in Merewether.  Lets 
keep the Californian bungalow look. 
 
2.  With the approval of high rise at Market Town and the added traffic this will create I think we need to consider 
making Smith Street and National Park Streets one way (opposite directions).  I think there also needs to be a 
roundabout at the junction of Parry and National Park Street. 
 
3.  When are the National Park tennis courts going to reopen.  I think the previous manager of the courts was 
doing a good job and should be given his job back. 

1. While the heritage conservation area is a very important strategy to maintain the integrity of the area, it is 
essential that the area be treated as a residential area and not a museum.  Modifications to homes that are in 
keeping with existing precedents in the area and that allow families to keep their children safe and older 
residents to continue to live in their homes, should be allowed. 
2. The expenses and difficulties related to engaging professionals, ie. architects and builders with the appropriate 
"heritage" skills, to maintain 100 year old houses is a "real" problem.  Not everyone living in the area has an 
income sufficient to do this.  For example, being unable to pay the costs of replacing crumbling chimneys which 
would be cheaper to remove, should not be a reason to "push" families out of their home of many decades.  An 
associated chimney issue is that, with increasing amounts of dust in the air, chimneys create difficulties keeping 
houses clean for residents with respiratory problems like asthma, etc. Should families have to move out of the 
area because they cannot remove a chimney?   
3. The modernistic extensions (which can be easily seen from the street) permitted to many homes in the area in 
recent years are in contradiction to the refusal to allow attached garages which would increase security for 
families.  We live in an increasingly violent society - people are safer when they can move directly from an 
attached garage into their home. 

All changes need to be sympathetic to the uniqueness and character of a conservation heritage area as the 
majority of residents enjoy the aesthetics and feel the way it is and oppose any watering down of regulations to 
allow unsympathetic changes. 
This has been an important issue since Council first realized the import back in 1986. Why is it being revisited 
now? With McCloy underhanded dealings you can't blame Novocastrians for their skepticism. We will be keeping 
a close eye on these results 
All day parking by office and other workers detracts from the heritage aspect of the heritage area adjoining 
National Park and such parking should be restricted. Rubbish, leaves, discarded shopping trolleys and fallen tree 
branches detract from the heritage aspect of the heritage area adjoining National Park. The median strip in 
Parkway Avenue used to contain flower beds which were well maintained and no doubt partly contributed to the 
'garden suburb' description. These flower beds were removed many years ago and I believe they should be 
replaced and planted with flowering plants. 

all developments must retain the character of the area 
high and medium density buildings can be left to the souther side of glebe road 

All developments should be compatible with the character and streetscape of the area and not detract from this. 

Already there is a problem with traffic - Also problem with car parking at your own home. Would not like to see a 
Merewether high density happening in the idyllic Hamilton South heritage area which is unique to Newcastle. 

Alterations/additions should be allowed to accommodate new and innovative designs that allow a flow form the 
old/original section to a new, vibrant contemporary addition. As long as the origins and original aesthetic is 
maintained from the front street view it can work extremely well. To keep the original frontage but make sure it is 
kept in a crisp bright well maintained condition is vital to the overall appearance. we feel front fences should be 
allowed to be of more than 1200mm high as this is extremely restrictive and does not offer enough privacy or 
security (especially when you have small children). the result is that many residents simply grow a hedge or 
screening planting 1600-2000mm high anyway. thee existing historical charm and aesthetic must be maintained 
but new modern, contemporary, cutting edge architecture must also be allowed to blend with it. Simply the worst 
aesthetic is a new construction or addition attempting to look like an old style. this build new to look old style is 
absolutely terrible and just does not work at all. there are many examples of this type of style from 15-20 years 
ago in this area and it looks terrible. 

Any alterations to existing homes MUST be sympathetic to neighbouring homes.  
No new development of new homes. 
Tighter control of fencing and colours of exteriors. 

Any new buildings should fit in with the other buildings to ensure the character of the area is maintained. 
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Any proposed alterations or additions should be sympathetic and complimentary to existing buildings. 
Extensions should not be high rise but on ground level at back of existing dwelling. 
Developers seem to have an influence and advantage in gaining approvals, in practical terms about 95% as 
compared to 5% for objectors to proposed development. Some developments that have been approved disagree 
with the area 
As a Heritage Conservation suburb, Hamilton South must maintain its uniqueness & historical significance by 
avoiding density housing such as apartments and by ensuring that developments are sympathetic with existing 
homes. 
As a resident of National Park St I believe that the relevance of the Heritage Conservation classification has been 
eroded by Council's inability to control traffic volumes and to limit long term parking between Parkway Avenue 
and Parry Street.  
 
Additionally, the streetscape on the eastern side of National Park St between the high school and Parry street is 
so unattractive that to include the properties facing National Park street in the heritage conservation area is 
pointless. 
 
Amenity has been degraded to the extent that owners should now be able to develop their properties to provide 
either the best quality  of life as they see it, or to make the best economic return within the general guidelines for 
residential development in Newcastle. 

As Federation type 

Ban on "Not in Use" buses passing through the area; ban on heavy trucks, say over 5 tonne, using the streets as 
through traffic route. A reduction in speed limites to 40km/h in most streets. 

Better traffic management in area, blocking off entry to streets off Stewart avenue. 
All streets to be tree lined on both sides. 

Car parking overspill from Newcastle West as well as  from businesses and schools impinges on amenity of area 
and takes away from residential nature of suburb. 
Council should have clear delineation of where business centres end and prevent impingement onto residential 
area. 
CONFIDENTIAL. PRIVILEGE - comment removed at request of participant 
Considerations should be given to the owners requests at all times. 

Consistency in development approvals.  Restriction (limiting) of dual occupancy and multiple occupancy. Less 
parking from St Francis Xavier school on the streets. Single story, not second story for California bungalows.  No 
restriction on what you can do away from street sight. 

Council to be consistent - there are a number of dwellings which have been allowed to be developed which are 
not in keeping with the guidelines implemented by Council for the Heritage area.   
 
Corner blocks should not be double storey as it stands out to much.  
 
Developing the whole block with a huge house and garage and no garden should not be allowed.  ie:  garden 
suburb (house and garden not all house). 

Direct "through traffic" to use main & arterial roads. 
Highlight the "Local Traffic Zone" (where speed limit is 40kph) where applicable in the Area, particularly by 
increased on-pole and on-road signage. 

Flexibility and not so stringent guidelines... merit based. 

greater control placed on over development of Granny flats located too close to fence line of adjacent properties. 
 
 
There seems to be total disregard for street speed limit which is believed to be 40 kph and does not appear to be 
policed. 
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Hamilton South GS was planned and designed by Architect & Planner Sir John Sulman as a high amenity/high 
quality residential area focusing on a garden suburb design. Given most other Heritage areas have fallen victim 
to 'unsympathetic' constructions; both in scale and design, it is vital that HSGS be retained as closely to its 
original design concept as possible. Current guidelines should NOT be relaxed. The HSGS is not a large area 
and Council must play a key role in conserving this small but important area of Newcastles heritage. The reason 
many people are initially attracted to the suburb is because of uniform streetscapes which lend a character and 
charm not found outside the area. Parkway Avenue now retains the last one of an initial three, beautiful wide 
central medians in the HSGS and it now must be preserved as the last remaining example. Retention of the 
symmetry of the streetscape is particularly important  when considering alterations/renovations to existing 
homes. 
Our Heritage and its conservation is more important than money. I do believe that Newcastle needs to progress 
but it also needs to preserve what is significant and important to future generations of NovocastriansHamilton 
South GS was planned and designed by Architect & Planner Sir John Sulman as a high amenity/high quality 
residential area focusing on a garden suburb design. Given most other Heritage areas have fallen victim to 
'unsympathetic' constructions; both in scale and design, it is vital that HSGS be retained as closely to its original 
design concept as possible. Current guidelines should NOT be relaxed. The HSGS is not a large area and 
Council must play a key role in conserving this important part of Newcastles heritage. The reason many people 
are initially attracted to the suburb is because of uniform streetscapes and a character and charm not found 
outside the area. Parkway Avenue now retains the last of the initial three beautiful wide central medians in the 
HSGS and should be preserved unaltered as the last example remaining. Retention of the symmetry of the 
streetscape is particularly important  when considering alterations/renovations to existing homes in order to 
maintain the characteristic ambiance of this lovely Garden Suburb. 
There is also a degree of threat to the areas ambiance due to the huge increase of day-long parked vehicles 
from Marketown/SFX students/TAFE/CBD workers and impending increase of parked vehicles from the 
University Campus and Law Precinct. Unless off-road parking is provided for these hundreds of extra vehicles 
residents are angered this conservation suburb will soon resemble a gaint car park and all attempts to maintain 
its conservation status will be wasted. 
Having lived in and around this area for over fifty years, it is apparent that under-informed people are making 
'heritage' decisions. i.e: a garage renovation (with proposed gable roof) is forced to change to 'reflect' the style of 
the adjacent (flat roof) garage. The adjacent garage was originally a gable roof structure which was completely 
demolished and replaced with a flat roof structure about ten years ago! The now 'dominant' flat roof structure is, 
in fact, the impostor. This is only 1 such example, there are many others. Perhaps those currently making such 
mandatory decisions should be better informed to work from an historic viewpoint, rather than a personal one (& 
should be less influenced by 'militant' neighbours with hidden agendas). 

Hope this survey is not a soft sell to change the guide lines to allow mega homes just back from adelaide and 
stayed in a beautiful street in Hackney all lovely homes renovated to character!,,, 

HS CA should not be changed, all alterations and additions to buildings and houses need to complement the 
existing character of the suburb. 
 
Ownership should never be an excuse to destroy the ambience of the HSCA 

I agree with keeping the suburb a conservation area 

I am against development that isn't in keeping with the original plans for the Hamilton South Heritage 
Conservation Suburb in that alterations/additions/new builds should strictly comply with conversation 
management strategies. This suburb is valued for the good quality original homes and it was a requirement of the 
Ag Co. that homes in the area had to be of an above average quality. As very few new-builds would meet these 
exacting standards both in quality and design; construction of new-builds should be minimized or at least kept in 
line with heritage and conservation policy. 

I am concerned by the number of attic conversions claimed to be for storage purposes which people are using as 
accommodation and therefore bypassing the step in which neighbours whose properties are overlooked are 
informed. 
There should be more "greening" of the area.  
The Valley cuts to existing fig trees are appalling and money should be spent on putting power lines underground 
in inner city areas. This is the case in many cities around the world. With the future plans for housing expansion 
in these areas this would be prudent.  
Keep this area as a heritage conservation area. 
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XXXX I live in this area and I think it is a great idea and I am very supportive of it. However, I am concerned 
about the decisions of what is the architectural history of this area. I am seeing lots of lattice work put on interwar 
homes that would have never had that type of decoration. People are directed to have picket fences on on 
homes that would have been built with brick fence. These are mainly decorative features, however they are 
historically incorrect. I can think of plenty of examples if you want me to itemise them for you. There is a great 
deal of misinformation about the history of the architecture of this area. There needs to be greater consultation 
with a historian at the moment it appears to be deliberate decisions of turning this interwar area into 'lattice land' 
which is completely out of historical context. 
 
If you need any further information my email is XXXX 
I am filling out this survey with a degree of cynicism. There have been 2 development applications either side of 
us and despite queries and objections that the developments don't even match the surrounding houses. (they are 
2 story flat boxes). approval was granted. 
Whilst the surrounding houses including ours, built in the 1920s. Beautiful gabled fronts, lead light windows etc. A 
feature that attracted us to the area. and most certainly has cost us many thousands of dollars to maintain. 
Only to have council approve 2 double story units next door. Concrete monstrosities. 

I am happy to see development as long as it retains, compliments or improves the character of the area. 
 
I would hate to see the ad hoc development, as an  example, of what is now happening in ravenshaw street 
between kenrick and turnbull street 
 
I see many houses sympathetically restored and am concerned that many of the complaints you receive may be 
the result of applicants considering they are enduring additional building costs or are not fully maximising their 
financial gains 

I believe that the Conservation Zone is inappropriate and adversly affects landowners who wish to improve thier 
property. Eg It took 12 months and many $$ to have a DA approved for an extension and eventually it was 
approved consistant with orginal application.  
Also this survey wil produce an invalid outcome as the questions are aimed at reinforceing the Comservation 
Area and provdes little imput to the alternative view that it is not required 
I believe the "Area" retains charm + the ________ architects ideas of space. Having lived here for 30 years, the 
neighbourhood appearance is preferable to square concrete double storey then with a double garage in the front. 
The "Area" guidelines should maintain the open spaces. We/I very much VALUE the area + quality of homes, 
garden + SPACE. 
 
Cheers + good luck. 
 
 
9. Prescriptive standard. Can still be visible but should blend in with the roof ____ + not be predominant at the 
front. It can be done + there are good examples. 

I bought in this area over 10years ago with full knowledge of the conditions and it was one of the reasons I like 
the area.  I have been able to complete a sensitive renovation so I don't see any problems. 
I would like the heritage conditions to remain. 
XXXX 

I bought my house in this area with full knowledge that there were restrictions on development. I do not want this 
area to end up like the other side of Glebe Road where units can be built next door, parking is limited to the 
public because units are approved with only limited parking for the tenants,where units allow the occupants to 
look into your yard. The character of the houses in the Garden Suburb, including renovated houses, are good 
because of the heritage requirements and I know myself and my neighbours want this for our suburb and it 
allows for a good family type of atmosphere in the suburb because it is basically one block of land with house 
means only one family. 

I cannot understand why you have the unobtrusive second story prescriptive rules for old dwellings and then 
allow modern square grey boxes to be erected when a house has been demolished. New dwellings should have 
some architectural features which make them blend with the features of the houses originally designed for this 
area. Some of the best examples of this being well done are 55 Corona Ave, hamilton East and 30 Alexander St, 
Hamilton South 
I certainly wouldnt like to see high rise or high diversity building in Hamilton South 
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I enjoy living in the Hamilton South Garden Suburb Conservation Area and have been part of this community for 
decades.  However, in recent years renovations have been made to properties within this Conservation Area, 
with or without council approval, that do not comply with the council guidelines or the Heritage Technical Manual.  
Such changes are negatively affecting the streetscape, thus paving the way for unsympathetic future 
development and the destruction of the Heritage Conservation Area.   Enforcement of the heritage guidelines 
should be part of the role of the Council’s Heritage Officer.  At present, I find myself surrounded by recent 
changes in nearby properties, within the boundaries of the Conservation Area, such as the following: removal of 
original exterior windows and doors (facing the street) with original coloured glass, replacement of original roofing 
materials with inappropriate/unsympathetic materials, unsuitable modern fencing replacing old and cement 
rendering of original face brick.  As a resident who values the heritage character of Hamilton South, I expect 
council to show an active interest in supervising the standards with which I comply. 
I would not like to see any major changes to the Conservation Area Development Control Plan under the council 
review.  As in nearby suburbs, developers would, no doubt, like to demolish and build here on a grand scale in a 
modern style because of the large blocks.  While residing within the boundaries of the Hamilton South 
Conservation Area, I would like to think that I am afforded some protection from being surrounded by such 
developments.  This is one of my main reasons for choosing to make my home in the area; I do not wish to 
spend my days fighting development plans. 
How democratic is the council’s process of review?  Does the opinion of builders and developers who purchase, 
renovate unsympathetically, sell and then move on carry the same weighting as mine?  (The house across the 
road from me currently falls into that category.)  Having recently assisted a friend in Adamstown who was 
opposing a large scale development, I was shocked to discover that the developer was allowed, by council, to 
remain anonymous!    
Some residents (new and old) and estate agents seem unaware of the controls in place in this area.  There 
needs to be better education so that the principles, upon which the controls are based, will not be eroded.  At 
present, I would describe Hamilton South as an endangered suburb in need of better council protection. 
I feel strongly that the heritage nature of the suburbs be preserved. 

I have good knowledge of the suburbs history and see the fact that many edery people still live in the suburb as 
testament to its value as a desirable area. We should be guardians of this heritage. The AA company hold a 
wonderful vision for this suburb and it would be a steph backward to have this ruined bu greedy investors who 
just buy and sell to make money and who hae no long term commitment to the property and usually leave the 
poor neighbours living alongside a building which should never have been erected/alered.Hamilton South 
Garden Suburb Conservation are should be further protected via the State Conservation Heritage Register, 
particularly, home and streets that have heritage value and arent seen elsewhere in Newcastle. 

I know this monstrosity is not in " Hamilton South "Garden Suburb" but the huge building of flats etc in Union 
Street, (next to Grammar School, opposite park) should never even have been approved. In fact, I went to a 
protest meeting. It is a disgrace! 
I live at XXX National park street and 7years ago a house at XX was demolished and a completely inappropriate 
home approved by council. I objected strongly and was horrified and surprised when council completely ignored 
the heritage nature and my objection and approved the development. This has become a joke in the area and 
people still stand and scratch their heads as to why this abomination was approved. the council simply stated 
that the heritage area was simply a  GUIDELINE and basically the council can approve anything they like.How is 
this going to change? And how is council going to make sure something like this never happens again. I Have no 
problem with the house being demolished as it was in poor condition but an appropriate new dwelling should 
have replaced it in keeping with the unique nature of the area. the building has ruined the streetscape  of the 
area and not only is it ugly it has devalued the adjoining properties. I do not want this to happen to other people 
in the area. The heritage order must be strengthened and adhered to and not simply a guideline. 

I love the fact that it continues the Californian type bungaloos buildings, and does not allow for the architectually 
designed 2 stories boxes that take up most of the block that proliferate in the rest of the area. 

I love this area and appreciate the controls placed on development.  Please don't have Hamilton South turn into 
another 'Merewether style' suburb of outlandish buildings and grabs for block space! 

I purposely purchased a property in this area as I love the fact that I will not have a project home popping up next 
door.  I believe that the new buildings and renovations should represent the character of the conservation area. 
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I refer to State Heritage Inventory Number 2173903 wherein it says in its Statement of Significance ..........  
 
"The area is significant in the following respects: for its evidence of early 20th century town planning and land 
development practices in Australia; as an attempt by the AA Company to establish a higher quality of urban 
development, and for its association with the prominent architect and planner Sir John Sulman.  This suburb is 
one of the first examples of estate planning in the garden surburb movement and one of only a handful in the 
Newcastle local government area.  Historically the precinct is demonstrative of the economic growth occurring in 
Newcastle between 1918 and the 1940s and it contributes to the urban pattern of the city and helps shape its 
character.  The suburb is a highly sought after residential area and is held in high regard locally." 
 
Any change the parameters for development in this area would destroy its unique character as not only one of 
the few remaining, but one of the finest examples of period town planning. 
 
The DCP for the HS'GS'HCA should remain unchanged. 
I strongly support to keep the character of our neighbourhood, weatherboard or brick cottages with amazing 
architecture. It is the feel of the old family homes with so much character and old fashion family values. It would 
be so sad to lose this neighbourhood to the ugly modern boxes being built in streets close by. 

I think that it is absolutely shocking that a person who owns their own home must be told how they can make 
their alternations, in what style they must be made, and how they must look.  At the end of the day not your 
neighbours nor the council are paying some of the ridiculous aspects that people are forced to do to conform to a 
heritage.  When we bought our home it was not deemed a heritage area and then suddenly we were lumped with 
this title and to do any kind of renovation at a huge expense meant we could not renovate as we wanted to.  I 
have no problem if people want to keep a home for heritage purposes and they do have a place in history but 
that should be a personal choice and not a choice that has been forced up us.  I would be totally against the so 
called Heritage Conservation Area being re-instated, because apart from all the additional costs involved it also 
comes down to a personal interpretation by the so called "case workers or assessment officer" and some 
unfortunately seem to enjoy the power of telling us how we can build our homes! 
I think the area is magnificent and should be kept that way with sensitive development proposals.  The typical 
bungalow style homes with large blocks should never give way to home units, flats, duplex, etc - all designed 
with the intent for a "fast developer dollar".  The area is a unique part of Newcastle history and should remain so 

I would hate to see the style of buildings like number X turnbull street, being allowed in this area 

I would like Council to better enforce Owners to use only "Heritage" colours on houses in Heritage areas 
Council needs to be flexible in allowing some owners to cement render homes where brickwork not in good 
repair or where major renovations are made and rendering would be best option. 

I would like to see the area stay in it current form and maintained as it forms a big part of Newcastle's history. If 
new buildings or modern structures were to be built replacing existing buildings, or if new buildings were built it 
would certainly  detract from the area. Values also would decrease. This is a Heritage Conservation area for a 
reason so lets keep it that way. 
I would prefer to keep to the existing model of low density housing (no flats) and no multiple occupancy.  
 
Having moved from Hamilton to Hamilton East I can say that Hamilton East is a much more pleasant place to 
live. It is much quieter and less busy (especially at night). 
 
Hamilton East feels a much safer place to live and we feel privilaged to live here. 
 
We also think that it is important for Newcastle to maintain its Heritage areas and that they are an asset to the 
city as a whole. 
 
We would like to see the rule of 'new development not visible from the street' broadened. Some modifications 
have been added to existing houses that, althouh not visible from the street in front of the house, are very visible 
to the neighbours who live around them. For example; large extensions with skillion rooves do not match the 
existing architecture and are not appropriate. Nor are elevated windows that look down into adjacent properties. 

Iconic structures / spaces should be protected, but these should be clearly identified in a public process, and 
identified in appropriate local / state / federal registers. 
Once the above is done, then it is clear what needs to be protected, and what is open to appropriate 
(re)development through a merits based assessment. Merits based assessment should not be at the mercy of an 
over-zealous Heritage Officer - unless there is significant reason, then the land owner's wishes should preside. 
And if necessary rate concessions available to owners if deteriorating condition is an issue - too often things are 
left to fall apart because it is too costly / onerous to enact updates and repairs/alterations. 

If houses in the area aren't big enough and modern enough then buyers shouldn't be looking at buying in a 
conservation suburb. 
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If it ain't broke don't fix it. We love where we live 

If we are going to call it the garden suburb I'd like to see every street in this area planted with trees such as has 
been done in Cram street. 

Important to ensure that subdivision/re zoning is not allowed, part of the value and charm of this area is comfort 
knowing that you will not have a huge tower block pop up over your fence 

In 1994, my husband and I were part of a Hamilton South Resident Action Group, affected by the demolition of 
the Seventh Day Adventist School and subsequent erection of town houses (on the site 168 - 176 Kemp St).  We 
were then, and are now, very keen to maintain the heritage conservation area. 

In relation to Question 10, we further believe that the development approval process needs to be appropriate for 
thorough consideration of all aspects of the development application 

It is disappointing when home owners can change appearance of the home without council approval such as 
aluminium windows and aluminium cladding and high brick fences. This happened at XX kenrick street. There is 
also no definite gable on this house. Also the council can make mistakes such as what happened with the da at 
XX kenrick street. This house is completely out of character. 

It is important to conserve both buildings and streetscapes as the  city is becoming over run with apartments and 
units. Residents don't want to see the area as an extension of this. 

It is the uniqueness of this suburb that my family, and our visitors to this area, enjoy so much and feel that it is a 
progressive initiative that Council should maintain.  
 
However, it is of concern that in the last couple of years a couple of residences, notably on Parkway near the 
corner of National Park Street, have been allowed to construct high metal fences which are totally out of 
character and stand out from the rest because of their modern character.  Is Council aware of these examples? 

it is very important that Parkway Avenue retains its wide central median strip and to go back to the original 
concept of 'planting flower gardens' on the median as it was many years ago. The original garden beds are still in 
place and can be seen under the grassed median, these could be replanted very easily. Appropriate signage 
should be placed in and around Parkway Ave to indicate the 'Garden Suburb area' If we are going to get serious 
about the 'Garden Suburb' then encourage more residents to become involved with 'their own contribution' to the 
planting of further gardens or maybe share in some type of  community garden in the median within parkway ave. 

It is vital that Hamilton South garden suburb heritage area remains under conservation as it is the only remaining 
Newcastle conservation area which retains it's original value and historic features.  This area needs to be 
conserved to it's original design.   
Deeply concerned with the changes in the area that are not for the good.  Concerns recently are: big commercial 
buildings, increase in traffic, increase in heavy traffic, increase in businesses buying domestic properties for 
commercial use and demolition of characteristic residential buildings and the erection of out of character 
buildings. 
It would appear as though there is a lack of consistency with planning decisions. Some neighbours have been 
made to have their additions very complementary to their existing building and at similar times of approval there 
are extensions that are not complementary at all e.g. XXX Dumaresq and Gordon Ave - SE side. This at the 
moment is meant to refer to the 2012 guidelines which are mostly prescriptive and this does not seem to comply. 
 
I am not saying either way is best. The problem with very prescriptive standards is that renovation/extensions 
can become very expensive if working with double brick dwellings such as mine. Timber extensions can be much 
cheaper and with quality work and fittings can fit in with the style. The cost of renovations/extensions also 
becomes an issue as you are paying a premium price for the property to start with. 
 
I am not in favour of demolition of buildings at the discretion of the owner as I think the suburb could become built 
out with duplex or multi storey living arrangements and this would detract from what is a lovely suburb very close 
to the heart of the city. 
 
I would like to see the play equipment at Learmonth Park upgraded as the area is home to many families with 
young children and there is not enough of it, especially as the sporting ovals have just been renovated and for 
the amount of money we pay in rates, I don't think it is good enough. 

It would be great to preserve the nature of the area through sensitive application of heritage guidelines. It is hard 
to see how some of the recent developments gained council approval, e.g. XX Dumaresq Street. 
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It would be nice to get out of the end of your street at peak hour! This now extends from 7.30am to 9am and then 
from 3.30pm to 5.30pm. The level crossing at Stewart Avenue must go, as Stewart Ave is know a major 
north/south artery, as well as leading us to the conveniences of Honeysuckle, and the CBD. The level crossing 
causes a major bottleneck. I look forward it going on Boxing Day, and replaced with an integrated public 
transport system, that coordinates with the traffic lights. 
 
Underground electricity supply would also save the trees from the ugly clearance around wires that now occurs. 

It would be really GOOD if council kept to their definition of "Heritage Conservation Area" when approving 
development (see the introduction for your definition of a Heritage Conservation Area) 
Over the past few years we have seen nothing but concrete buildings emerge from the ground - basically tar & 
cement and double story!!This is certainly not part of the character of this area nor is it a welcomed development. 
Basically it is an "eyesore" My experience with council on this issue is totally negative - how does the concrete 
buildings fit in with the heritage of the area? Council seems to think they do - just not sure who makes these 
decisions or if the person is actually aware of the area or maybe they are visually impaired. Please NO MORE of 
the ugly developments that take away from the character of the area. They do not have the feel good / safe / 
know your neighbour atmosphere.I love the older homes & the appropriate additions that have occurred in line 
with the homes' character - notice I said HOME  It can not be that difficult to design a house that fits with the 
character of the area! About time that the developer dollars were put to keeping within the guidelines of a 
Heritage Conservation Area and PLEASE KEEP the guidelines. 

Its a beautiful suburb and I purchased a property in this area knowing that no ugly developments would occur 
which you now see at Bar Beach. 

Keep it simple and beautiful no highrise buildings 

Keep it the same and strengthen the prescriptive guidelines so that developers cannot 'interpret' these guidelines 
to the detriment of the area.  Too many developments have been allowed to be done in the area that are 
unsympathetic to the surrounding homes.  Merit based guidelines leave too much to interpretation by 'glib 
tongued' heritage architects, who just use the system to destroy the uniqueness of the area.  A fine example is 
the development of the Bimet Lodge land where the developer first used the SEPP then had heritage architects 
use buildings such as the housing commission built in the 50s anf that abortion of a building Union Towers built 
in the 70s.  Notwithstanding that the Bimet development was on the edge of thew Cooks Hill HCA it still had to be 
sympathetic. 
Keep the character! 

Leave the area as it is! Don't allow greedy developers to destroy it! 

Limit through traffic i.e. avoid building developments that direct traffic through residential areas such as the 
parkway avenue-stewart avenue intersection and the subsequent "rat runs". 

Maintain its beauty. 

Maintain the heritage area- dont allow upstairs extensions 

Maintenance of existing traffic arrangements is important as controlled traffic flow compliments the character of 
the area. 
there are few areas like this in Newcastle , consequently it is important to maintain (and enhance)this distinctive 
architectural type 
Make national park st either a dead end at Parry St or make it no right turn. This will stop the use of the "garden 
Suburb" as a main road 
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Many! This area is built and fragile podset area. In 1900 it was swamps and -- the remains of a giant tea-(ti)-Tree 
forrest (note early painting in City Hall. I saw it at Girls High Speech Day 1954). The sand hills and scrubby land -
- east of Union Street. When this area was built opon the early owners were much concerned with run off, and 
enough garden was planned around the house to let excess rain water soak down into the sand. Gardens were 
planned in the 'garden square' style - lawn, trees (often palm) narrow gardens - ofetns ferns to reflect original 
vegetation types. A few roses, -- a vine of --, then -- at the back (eggs, fertilizer). There gardens have been very 
resilient - see Dumaresque/Silsoe, 213 Parkway, 217 P'way. Vet's house in -- Street. Heavy rainfall is dispensed, 
the large trees lower the water-table and -- salt pan formation. (the area near Pelican turn off below Belmont 5th 
is a similar area. During the 1930s the fashion for -- -- gardens) displays of small -- saw cleaning, loads of 
mainland soil brought in see of which enabled up washed -- till it hit the -- below the sand (-- horizon structure) 
came neglected -- and blow out by sand in dry times destroys these gardens. Sum off from dry sand increases 
the over built cement yard -- planted tree -- work is a disaster. 
1.Temperature rise 
2. Massive run off (90% often) 
3. Flooding 
The ease of units, flats,etc. This over with its 1919 drains and sewage system is unable to cope. There is little fall 
from to the houses to the main sewer line, the disposal of disposable nappies causes trouble.Tree roots are 
usually blamed but they are not the sole cause of sewer blockages. Each new infant on our work signals a 
blockage until the parents understand the problem. Heavy rain can cause run off from cemented yards. Soakage 
does not -- and the drains here are very sad, the area flat, and, again, no fall. 
Houses and yards need to be in tune with the ecosystem. the area will be more sustainable, less prone to 
temperature rise, if home of these -- are recognised. Between the rise of Newcastle as a port and 1912 the area 
was a dumping ground for ships and later BHP waste.To be an -- a garden suburb it needs no more development 
if people dont like it, dont come here. Do up old houses, gardens, don't cement everywhere, and relish what this 
area has to give. 
merit based guidlines would be to open to interpretation 
 
there are many examples of building that have been sympathetically restored without being demolished 
 
what is driving this survey. a pressure to allow medium density development in this area? 

Must act as a buffer zone to nearby areas, visual character to be maintained, parking off street essential, all day 
m v parking to be avoided, they jam out visitors, tradesman who call,trees to be replaced asap when dead or 
destroyed by whatever means . reinforce the history of concept. 

Never allow subdivision of presnet size blocks. Maintain backyards free of buildings. Abolish 4 way stop signs 
use 2 way give way instead.  
 
Improve visibility at intersections (vegetation and fences). 
 
The motor traffic handbook makes no mention of 4 way stop signs. People are not instructed in their use. They 
waste time, waste fuel, cause unnessary pollution are not safer than 2 way give way signs which are obeyed and 
tempt motorists to ignore them. 

New development should be designed to be sympathetic to the height, setbacks, bulk, scale and materials of the 
existing character. No need for pretend copies of heritage. 

No 8 within reason! 
Intense student parking (present + future) in area (TAGE/St Francis Xavier / uni / marketown employees) 
complicates residents parking, personal, visitors and workmen including assistance for aging residents particular! 

Nothing needs to change it is a pleasant place to live and wide streets and parks make it terribly attractive 

On vacant blocks modern designed houses should be built that contrasts tastefully with older buildings. I don't 
like new buildings having to conform with older designs (they look fake) Contrasts provide variety in the 
landscape.   
 
Limit to domestic buildings of no more than two stories and promote the development of front gardens to blend in 
with those surrounding houses. 

One of the great features of the city of Newcastle is the vista of it from the harbour which reflects and 
encapsulates the history of the city.This history and heritage enhances the quality of life in the inner city. 
The Hamilton South Garden Suburb, similarly enhances Newcastle's inner suburban area. These features of 
both the city and the Garden Suburb add value to the whole of the city and enrich the lives of all residents. We 
would see the city as having potential to grow and expand, while at the same time attaching a proper value to our 
history and heritage through the conservation of such areas and in so doing, adding value to the city for all our 
citizens. 
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Please do not make us another Merewether with new modern concrete buildings and the beautiful heritage 
buildings slowly disappearing over time. 
Please keep us as the "Garden Suburb" Heritage conservation area 

please don't allow it to become another square box shaped suburb like merewether 

Please keep the garden suburb unique and within keeping of history of the area or it will be lost and look just like 
any other Newcastle suburb. 

Please leave as is!!!,we don't want to see what has been done to the top end of Parkway Ave, or some parts of 
Merewether, where good homes have been re-palced withConcrete Homes , the character is of the area is lost. 
 
We have so many comments about how lovely this area is, thats why most people live here. 
 
XXXX 
Please maintain this standard! 

Question 6: Homes or churches etc? Don't know. 
Question 9: If merit based guidelines, must be same style as the old building. Modern first floor additions look 
ridiculous on old buildings. 
Comments: 'Guidance about fences': can't see them because of all the traffic whizzing around. There is a lot of 
extra cars parking down streets near Marketown and they are there all day and the taxis can't park anywhere 
except in my driveway and it's hard to get in and out. XXXX 
Re: Newcastle High School 
Teachers and students cars should be parked on school grounds and alleviate the parking problem on public 
roads especially Parkway Ave 

Re-introduce the grant for tuck- pointing to existing buildings in the HSGSHSCA! 
Improving conditions to existing play area located in learmont park eg. seating, shade, more play equipment and 
more appropriate ground cover. 

Reverse ruling on subdivision of large blocks, where a house can be built behind the street-front house. This is 
destroying the character of the area. 

Second floor additions should only be approved if they are in keeping with the scale of the block. There are 
several, in Parkway avenue for example, that detract from the large size blocks and make the homes look top 
heavy and also crammed in against those alongside. They are also often made with timber boards on top of a 
brick house. The restrictions need to be much more prescriptive. 
Second storey extensions- maybe more flexibility on the the style of addition. Ie, ensure that the roofline is 
reflective of the style of the house, but it doesn't have to be a box with a roof. 

Several years ago,  
Being in a Garden Suburb Heritage cons. Area, saved us from having an outlandish extension built next door that 
would have taken away a lot of our privacy + light + been a definite blot on the land/streetscape 

Should be parking time limits so owners and friends can get a say and hour limits. 

Since its adoption in 2013 the conservation DCP has achieved its purpose. Ii would be unconscionable to allow 
higher density development and facilitate random demolition to change the key principles of what has clearly 
been accepted by the residents with a desire to maintain the cultural significance, aesthetic qualities and 
ambience of the area. 
Higher density will bring compromised streetscapes, and increased traffic and on street parking, both of which 
are already a problem  
The lack of contributor identification in the survey allows the potential for lobby groups to influence the findings of 
the survey 
Some of the tree pruning under electricity wires is very ugly. 
 
Guidance could be given about the planting of more appropriate tree species under wires, so pruning is not 
necessary. 
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Standards need to be a mix of prescriptive and merit based.  Ideally prescriptive with a detailed procedure for 
any departures from the prescriptive requirements. 
 
NCC needs to liaise with energy supply companies to exclude the requirement to install household power poles 
in the heritage area (ie continue to connect power direct to the barge board of the house).  Household power 
poles detract very significantly from the heritage feel of the area. 
 
Extensions to houses need to be complimentary to the architectural style of the dwelling. New builds need to be 
complimentary to the architectural style of the dwelling in the vicinity.  Modern architectural styles detract 
significantly from the heritage feel of the area. 
 
More guidance is necessary on the installation of solar panels etc. 
stingent controls should be in place regarding sub-dividing large blocks to ensure that the area does not become 
a high density ghetto of cheap housing that detracts from the lifestyle and value of current suburb and its 
residents 
Stop demolition of houses which are being replaced with multiple houses on the same land. 

That Council and Energy Australia could come to some agreement that trees in the streets  be properly pruned 
and not butchered as they presently are  which makes the place look quite stupid. This would go a long way 
towards making the place look like a 'garden suburb' 

The area has been allowed to be degraded by the NCC due to the poor planning of traffic flows around the 
Marketown area. 
 
Consultation of issues related to the adjacent National Park have been a joke and were done only to say 
consultation was done. 
The area is already ruined from unsympathetic development.  For example, since my renovation 5 years ago 
where we specifically tried to maintain the character of our home, there has been modern additions to heritage 
houses, powder coated fencing protruding into the streets cape, replacement of timber windows with aluminium, 
commercial style, minimalist rebuilds close to the heritage area.  
I have the impression that the heritage conservation plan is all document with no materialistic results.   Hence the 
suburb is now a mix of developments spanning a number of decades and styles. Truly preserved heritage 
houses are becoming more scattered.  I think we lost control of the heritage preservation some time ago.  Sadly. 
The area is flat and prone to flooding. Council needs to have regard to technical Australian standards such as 
"Australian Rainfall and Runoff" requirements.  Recently, Council has been ignoring this and is approving 
buildings which cover vast areas of the blocks, leaving no opportunity for ground absorption.  This exacerbates 
flooding and Council must acknowledge and accept responsibility for increasing problems in the area. This has 
been the subject of written notice to Council and the technical aspects of flooding cannot be ignored in the 
planning considerations for the area. 

The area needs to keep its 'heritage' feel without causing major dramas when renovating or altering properties. 
Simple guidelines to maintain the 'Garden Suburb' style of architecture, but not unrealistic expectations as we 
move into the future. 
The best thing about living in  this area is that no apartments can be built in the area. I do not like developments 
that allow a 2 story building with a rear balcony overlooking neighbouring properties backyards. Front fence 
height should not matter provided it suits the house and area. 

The current guidelines don't seem to be protecting heritage very well - too many black driveways, metal fences 
and grey concrete blocks. Also it would be good to remove large boats and caravans from the suburb's street 
parking. Trampolines in front yard aren't a great look either. 

The current single dwelling or dwelling + granny flat should be the maximum density of development without 
reduction in lot size and without high density development on sites comprising a number of existing lots. 
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The demolishing of existing houses and/ or the building of multiple dwellings on blocks that were intended 
originally for single family homes is changing Hamilton South. We bought in the area because we like the larger 
blocks with the traditional style homes. These larger homes on bigger blocks encourages families to live in the 
area. Multiple dwellings changes the character and demographics of the area. If we had wanted to live in a 
higher density area we would have chosen to do so. Now, repeatedly houses are being demolished and 
townhouses/ large granny flats built spoiling the feel of the suburb. I want to be able to look out onto a garden 
and be surrounded by predominately the greenery and trees of my own garden and that of my neighbours. It is a 
constant worry that neighbouring properties will be purchased by those out to make a quick buck and we will end 
up with double storey townhouses looming over our back yard with people looking down onto our private space. 
Being surrounded by bricks and concrete and all the increase in noise and parking issues that increased housing 
density brings is a depressing thought. We would never have bought our house years ago if we had thought that 
it was highly likely that we would have this happen in such a lovely established family home area.We accept 
houses should be allowed to be extended but neighbours rights should also be protected. One hears repeatedly 
that changes are made to building plans once they have been passed by council and then neighbours have no 
rights to appeal against these changes that have significant unpleasant implications for them. It is so underhand 
that this is allowed to happen and promotes distrust in the council building plan approval system and leads to 
poor relations with ones neighbours. Hamilton South is called the "Garden Suburb" for a reason. It needs to be 
protected from over development and poor development. 
The 'Garden Suburb' area is a unique and valuable asset to the community, and its preservation should be 
paramount in all decisions concerning the area.  
 
We believe that the current guidelines should be maintained to preserve the history and beauty of the area. 
 
Thank you. 
The Garden Suburb has a distinctive identity that is not represented anywhere else in Newcastle and needs to be 
preserved.  This survey is  mainly about residential dwellings however the DCP also covers street layout, view 
corridors and streetscapes and the review should also consider the maintenance of these aspects. The Heritage 
Conservation DPC was only adopted 11 years ago and has generally achieved its objectives.There are many 
fine examples of re-development in accordance with the guidelines built in recent times Residents should be told 
where the need for review is coming from and the reasons why. Is it developer greed? The medium density two 
storey, smooth clad, cocked hat developments proliferating throughout the city must not be allowed in the 
Conservation area.  Of major importance is the protection of the aesthetic value and ambience of the area which 
the eminent architect and planner Sulman set out to create in his design of the Garden Suburb. Streetscapes and 
building alignments must be maintained.  The iconic streetscape of Parkway Ave must be maintained and the 
Norfolk Island Pines and median strip should be protected by recognition on the State Conservation List. 
Provision for residents to manage trees on their properties by lopping/removal/replacement should be introduced. 
Measures need to be taken to reduce traffic throughout the area particularly in Parkway Ave. All day itinerant 
parking needs to be examined. The 40K speed limit in Parkway Ave adopted by Council should be implemented 
immediately. Five tonne gross vehicle weight load limit in Parkway Ave adopted by Council in 2013 should be 
actively policed. 
The Hamilton South 'Garden Suburb' Conservation Area is a very unique and culturally valuable part of a rapidly 
changing Newcastle.    I would like ot see Conservation Areas established, where possible and appropriate, in 
other inner and out city suburbs especially when one can identify the actual building history of the location.   
Thank you. 
The Hamilton South Garden Suburb Heritage conservation area is a unique area that must be preserved for 
future generations. It has a beautiful street scape, especially the Parkway avenue green belt with Norfolk Pine 
trees. It would be a trevesity if there was a change in focus to the development of this area and demolition of 
houses were allowed for developers to erect modern houses/ multiple townhouses or units. All extensions to 
existing houses should be in line with the current heritage guidelines. 
I have lived in this area for 33 years and wish to enjoy the current street scape for at least another 30 years! 
There is great potential for an erosion of the character of area to change dramatically if the heritage guidleines 
were changed in any way. 
 
The traffic influx currently in local streets would further increase to unreasonable levels if there were an increase 
in housing density in  this area. I believe we are at absolute maximum (many times above maximum) traffic levels 
at present. This is a residential area of great heritage significance for Newcastle, lets keep it that way. There are 
many suburbs around the heritage area that have been significantly changed in character from unslightly 
development of new housing/units.(many parts of Merewether and Cooks Hill). 
 
Let us not see this happen to the Garden Suburb. 
 
You only have to look at all the great cities of the world that take pride in preserving their heritage areas, I would 
like to think that Newcastle Council also has the vision to do this as well! 
 
regards 
XXXX 
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The HS'GS'HCA is significant because it is one of the first and few examples remaining of early to mid (mid=inter 
war years) 20th century town planning and land development practices in Australia.  The AA Company in 
association with Sir John Sulman, an eminent town planner and architect of his time, developed the Garden 
Suburb with the idea that the suburb would be established as a higher quality urban development.  It is one of the 
few remaining examples left with this unique character set out with open spaces, good sized yards, homogenous 
buildings and consistency of building setbacks.  
However it is not just about conservation of buildings.  It is about the conservation of these street scapes, view 
corridors, open spaces and how these are to be maintained.  A fine example of one remaining streetscape from 
the original concept, is Parkway Avenue with its Norfolk Pines and wide median which was designed for the 
Garden Suburb as a “major access from the northern and western suburbs to the beaches” ¹, and not as a main 
thoroughfare either for vehicular traffic going into the city, or a route for heavy vehicles. 
“The Garden Suburb Hamilton is outstanding amongst Newcastle’s suburbs for its cultural significance and 
particularly for its evidence of early 20th century town planning and development practice in Australia; for its 
evidence of the growth of Newcastle and its character and diversification following the establishment of the BHP 
steel smelter in 1915; and for its contribution to the present day townscape.” ² 
¹˒ ² MERIDITH WALKER & ASSOCIATES – HAMILTON SOUTH-EAST CONSERVATION STUDY 
The Garden Suburb has historical value, aesthetic value, social value and scientific value as described in 
MERIDITH WALKER & ASSOCIATES – HAMILTON SOUTH-EAST CONSERVATION STUDY pp 45 and 46 
With this in mind we are opposed to any changes to the DCP or the area’s Technical Manual which would make 
it easier for greedy developers to buy up properties, knock down the structures and build others that do not 
contribute in any way, shape or form to the amenity of the Garden Suburb; such as what has happened in 
Merewether.  The Technical Manual should become more prescriptive so as to ensure that there can be no 
interpretation which would be adverse to the area of what is prescribed therein. 
 
NB: While this may be th  same as the XXXX comment we are in complete agreement consequently we include 
this in our submission 
Regards 
XXXX 

The HS'GS'HCA is significant because it is one of the first and few examples remaining of early to mid (mid=inter 
war years) 20th century town planning and land development practices in Australia.  The AA Company in 
association with Sir John Sulman, an eminent town planner and architect of his time, developed the Garden 
Suburb with the idea that the suburb would be established as a higher quality urban development.  It is one of the 
few remaining examples left with this unique character set out with open spaces, good sized yards, homogenous 
buildings and consistency of building setbacks.  
However it is not just about conservation of buildings.  It is about the conservation of these street scapes, view 
corridors, open spaces and how these are to be maintained.  A fine example of one remaining streetscape from 
the original concept, is Parkway Avenue with its Norfolk Pines and wide median which was designed for the 
Garden Suburb as a “major access from the northern and western suburbs to the beaches” ¹, and not as a main 
thoroughfare either for vehicular traffic going into the city, or a route for heavy vehicles. 
“The Garden Suburb Hamilton is outstanding amongst Newcastle’s suburbs for its cultural significance and 
particularly for its evidence of early 20th century town planning and development practice in Australia; for its 
evidence of the growth of Newcastle and its character and diversification following the establishment of the BHP 
steel smelter in 1915; and for its contribution to the present day townscape.” ² 
¹˒ ² MERIDITH WALKER & ASSOCIATES – HAMILTON SOUTH-EAST CONSERVATION STUDY 
The Garden Suburb has historical value, aesthetic value, social value and scientific value as described in 
MERIDITH WALKER & ASSOCIATES – HAMILTON SOUTH-EAST CONSERVATION STUDY pp 45 and 46 
With this in mind we are opposed to any changes to the DCP or the area’s Technical Manual which would make 
it easier for greedy developers to buy up properties, knock down the structures and build others that do not 
contribute in any way, shape or form to the amenity of the Garden Suburb; such as what has happened in 
Merewether.  The Technical Manual should become more prescriptive so as to ensure that there can be no 
interpretation which would be adverse to the area of what is prescribed therein. 
Regards 
XXXX 
The market value of houses in the area is not about what you can do on your property but also about what your 
neighbours can't do. The consistent feel of the houses complement each other and add to the overall appeal of 
the area. This is one of very few areas with these type of development restrictions and for good reason. The 
restrictions are well known to purchasers so I see no reason to relax them. There are a few examples in the area 
that current development guidelines would not have allowed and they are further evidence that relaxing 
guidelines would not be a sensible idea. 
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The question regarding merit based or prescriptive standards for heritage development guidelines is 
misleading.In the ideal world one would expect that merit based guidelines would respect the streetscape and 
heritage aspects of the Heritage Conservation area.A drive around the strrets of Hamilton South demonstrates 
that second floor additions tend to push the margins of allowable bulk,compromise adjoining buildings and 
negatively influence the streetscape. 
If merit based is to work there needs to be a far more consistent approach from from those officers of the Council 
with the role of determining development controls. 

The suburbs uniqueness needs to be protected from developers and investors whose interests are not 
compatible with  this conservation area. This area is important to the heritage of Newcastle and it would be folly 
to see it become an extension of the CBD. With the growth of the inner city, steps must be taken to protect the 
only remaining suburb that still retains most of its original character intact. 

The survey has difficulties because the responses are open to deliberate misinterpretation. For example, what 
one person regards as sympathetic alterations and additions to a building, which truly respect the character of 
the area may not reflect reality and may undermine the values of the Heritage Conservation Area.   
 
Although not being excessively proscriptive may be reasonable the interpretation of "Merit based" guidelines can 
be a minefield and can seriously impact on the very values the Heritage Conservation Area purports to protect. 
 
Council needs to be very mindful of this.  The survey question on "merit based" guidelines versus proscriptive 
standards is a one or the other choice and  does not adequately take this interpretaton into account. Similarly the 
question on demolition is very open to misinterpretation and abuse by the building owner/investor. 
 
Also the recent ICAC revelations have made the community very suspicious of the integrity planning process. 
Again Council needs to be very mindful of this. 
The thing I value most about living in this area is the level of housing density.  I appreciate that the blocks cannot 
be subdivided. 
The traffic flow through the conservation area destroys the aim of preserving the  historic nature of the area.  For 
example Smith St and National Park St are now main thoroughfares.  This is contrary to both streets categorized 
as local streets and not roads of arterial levels.  
 
For example in a similar area of Haberfield suburb in Sydney there are no traffic problems. The traffic moves 
around the area. 

The unique qualities of the area are a pleasure to live within. The sense of community and single dwellings per 
block enhance the family value of the suburb.  
 
Maintaining  the current standards are a must to ensuring the desirabilty of the suburb are retained.  
 
All or most hoises are inhabited by the owners very few rentals therfore the care and sharing of the community 
has a very positive "feel" about it .  
 
It is not broken , do not attempt to fix. 
The uniqueness of the Hamilton South 'Garden Suburb Heritage Area should be maintained. The Council should 
be mindful that this land was a grant made by the AA Company, utilizing Sulman &  Hennessey's plans. This 
area is a landmark area in the city.   
The Council should uphold the vision of their predessors, and not allow developments that do not uphold the 
heritage values. 
The whole thing is just a scam to make the council more money, by us having to put in DA's (and get Heritage 
reports that cost more than the changes we are wanting to make) for stuff that other rate payers do not have to. 
Especially when our house has no heritage value at all. 
Are we really going to spend money to make our houses look worse than they already are??? 
 
There are also a bunch of houses that are in the heritage area because your designers don't want to put too 
much effort into their maps.  The blocks aren't even on the so called heritage streets. 
 
The heritage areas should be houses on the heritage streets rather than any block that is inside the red line. 
 
There just shouldn't be a heritage area (maybe just heritage houses that have some significant value). 
There are some existing buildings that detract greatly from the character of the area.  It is surprising that these 
buildings were approved given the strict regulations in place. 

There have been some applications for alterations to houses in the area that have been far from sympathetic to a 
heritage conservation area and a plan that would encourage development in keeping with the area would be a 
welcome change. 
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There is a need to preserve the history and feel of Newcastle's first planned formal suburb. As a 3rd generation 
owner of a federation home in the garden suburb I enjoy the same feel and look of the suburb that my grand 
mother and father enjoyed when they build the house in 1921. As part of renovations undertaken in 2006 we 
restored the front verandah and fence back to original specification from a 1930's photo. This has given the 
house a lift to once again fit in appropriately with neighbouring homes. It would be a significant heritage loss to 
the city of Newcastle if the "Garden Suburb" Heritage Conservation Area was changed to allow all sorts of 
construction styles and high density housing making the "Garden Suburb" just another mish mash of high and 
low grade planning and architecture. Newcastle needs to retain some original history in the suburbs as it evolves 
into a more modern and exciting city. 
There needs to be better consistency with the design standards for the area. Utlising a heritage architect/expert 
within council would be beneficial for PreDA meetings so the DA timeframes are not lost on inconsistent 
"personal opinions" of council planners who do not have a heritage background. It is my opinion that the level of 
design should not be lost by allowing "project homes" or unit developments on buffer zones near Heritage 
Conservation Zone boundaries. 
These surveys should only be available to rate-payer residents of the Hamilton Conservation area. The surveys 
should contain the names or property identification numbers of these persons in order to keep the statistical 
outcomes genuine and not susceptible to stacking. 

This area is unique to Newcastle and should be maintained at all costs. Where new buildings or renovations are 
permitted they should be of a design that maintains the 'feel' and character of the conservation area and exclude 
any second storey. 
Duplexes and other high density houses should not be permitted. 
This area was supposedly a heritage area for quite a few years but has gradually become anything goes in 
building requirements. Some designs are quite out of oder and building close to fence lines using up all of the 
block. 
This conservation area has ensured that families live in the area no high rise apartments block our back yard 
sunlight all our kids run in between the back and front yards all go to the local school we enjoy a family 
community I believe due to the fact it is a conservation area. Those people who have wanted to make a fast buck 
from trying to develop the very large block's with apartments  have not been successful and we can only hope 
this continues. 
this conservation area is not required 

This is a unique area. 
 
Now that it has been in place for 20 or so years it is possible to walk around the boundaries without a map, by 
looking at the non-federation-type dwellings that have been erected out of the heritage area as compared to the 
original architectural style. 
 
Council's foresight in establishing this area is to be commended and has been a great success, with excellent 
preservation of the characteristics of the original housing stock. 
 
With the truncation of the heavy rail line at Wickham I foresee that many visitors from Sydney and surrounding 
areas will include a stroll around this unique area to view the original architectural features. 

This is a unique heritage area that I think should be maintained 

This is one of the few remaining protected areas in Newcastle and guidelines must be enforced to protect it 
uniqueness. EG. How have NCC allowed 179 Parkway Avenue to paint original brickwork and build a completely 
unsympathetic front wall? 
 
Traffic planning need to match the uniqueness of the area. Parkway avenue is one of the main components of 
the heritage area and should be a collector road. Yet since the installation of traffic lights at the intersections with 
in Union St and Stewart Ave, parkway ave is treated as a sub arterial road. This is wrong! NCC needs to adopt 
and implement enforce a cohesive plan for the area. To loosen the controls on the DCP for the area at this stage 
would punish those, such as myself, who invested heavily to comply with guidelines and tetan (reintroduce) 
characters. NCC need to tighten the guideline and enforce them. 

Traffic Control - I live in a residential street that used to be quite but is now used as a rat run to avoid traffic lights.  
 
Residential streets are turning into major roads. 
Garden Suburb/Conservation Area ???????? 
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TRAFFIC CONTROL:  
EG: THERE DEFINITELY NEEDS TO BE A RIGHT GREEN ARROW HEADING INTO CITY FROM PARKWAY 
AVE / STEWART AVE. 
TRAFFIC BEFORE AND AFTER SCHOOL BUILDS UP IN PARKWAY AVE TO A DANGEROUS & 
FRUSTRATING DEGREE. THERE HAVE ALREADY BEEN ACCIDENTS AT THIS INTERSECTION - DOES 
SOMEONE HAVE TO BE KILLED BEFORE A GREEN RT ARROW IS INSTALLED 

Traffic taming as although Smith street in which I live is a 40kilometre zone, speeding happens often and 
consistently. 
Trees in the area should be kept. 
Do not allow multidwellings on single blocks. 
Graffiti should be removed. 
Pool type fencing, should not be allowed to be seen from the street, for example, not used as a front fence.  
Unregistered cars on the street or in driveway visible from the street, should not be allowed.  
Boats that are parked on the street, should be removed. 
Household power cabling, from the street to the home should be non visible ie buried. 
Aluminium windows should not be allowed. 
Front gardens should have some lawn. 
We do need to preserve the unique character of this area, and this can only be done by careful Council overview 
with heritage consultants of building or renovation applications, and Council must alert neighbours when 
development applications are lodged. 
We have a wonderful asset with in this precinct and should do what we can to preserve it. 

We have chosen to live in this area specifically because it is a Heritage Conservation Area. Substantial 
alterations to our dwelling have conformed to the "Garden Suburb" requirements.  
This limited and closed survey suggests that the continuity of the Hamilton South 'Garden Suburb' Heritage 
Conservation Area is at risk.The recent decimation of our street trees is proof that any continuity of conservation 
in this area is tenuous. 
If this area is to maintain and reflect its history and identity, it is essential that any future developments maintain 
the existing character. 

We have lived in the HCA for 35 years and have seen a slow but constant degrading of the character of the 
dwellings when renovated. Roof tiles have been allowed to be replaced with colourbond, brick homes have been 
rendered; all styles of fences; aluminium windows etc. 
 
This area was once very unique and the most sought after suburb because of the style of the lovely old homes. 
 
Many homes are in character and have been tuckpointed, but are degraded because someone either stretches 
the current guidelines or is apparently allowed to disregard them with poorly conceived and cheap renovations 
next door or across the road. 
 
Strong enforcement of the heritage guidelines should be mandatorily checked and enforced by council. This 
appears not to have always happened in the past, and is largely left to the Council's Heritage officer to interpret. 
A change of officer seems to give a change of interpretation. 
 
We recently objected to a proposed development by a neighbour in Gordon Avenue who wants to build an 
extension with roof and walls clad in colourbond/miniorb. We were told by Council that our objections (which 
were all based upon the Heritage Technical Manual and previous council guidelines)were ignored. The 
development was approved and was assessed to comply with Newcastle Development Control Plan 2012.  
 
We think that Council has dropped the ball on heritage conservation in our "garden Suburb". There seems to be 
a slow gradual death of standards which appear to be disregarded and not enforced. 
 
Please lift your game so that we can leave a legacy to our children and grandchildren. 
We love the area and it would significantly reduce the value of our home if the character of the area changed and 
it was allowed to become the new 'Merewether' - new, ugly houses and developments. No old history to be 
retained. 
 
I would hope the council would be smart enough to no mess with this beautiful area. 
We moved to this area because of the Heritage Conservation Area and were careful to ensure we bought within 
the boundary. The existence of the conservation area shows sophisticated planning on the part of Council. Some 
people in the area believe the conservation area affects house prices, I disagree. House prices here are strong 
and people are entirely able to renovate and rebuild if needed, just within controls that ensure the area works as 
a whole. West of Gordon Ave is hotch potch of new and old development and the street feel is horrible. The 
current trend for excessively large houses should not be allowed to diminish our area.     
Visitors from Sydney and overseas always comment on how lovely our area is and I hope Council does not give 
in to pressure to reduce the controls. 
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We need to keep our heritage and conserve whats left because there wont be anything of value if we keep 
destroying old buildings just for investors to make money. 
 
The traffic situation in the area is already overloaded and measures should be put in place to kurb this also. 
We value the charm and appearance of the older style homes in this area and strongly express our wish for the 
heritage of this suburb to be conserved. We would like all renovations to existing properties to be in keeping with 
the style of surrounding homes, most particularly the view of homes from the street. Modern contempory style 
homes detract from the unique charm of the Garden Suburb area and do not belong here. 
We would like the heritage style retained. 
Under no circumstances do we want modern and or dual developments to ruin our area. 

Whilst it is excellent to invite feedback from residents, it does appear that recent development in the area has 
showed a distinct lack of sympathy for the heritage of this area. 
Traffic flow in this area has been reviewed by council but no feedback provided on submission of response and 
no action.   
I appreciate this is not the focus of this particular survey but it is extremely relevant when looking at the character 
of the 'Garden Suburb' area.  Greatly increased traffic is changing the face of what was a very lovely area.  The 
traffic volume is too high for this highly residential area which also includes two primary schools and two high 
schools.  There is heavy pedestrian traffic and the increased road traffic flow increases the risk of a potentially 
serious accident.   
Council should support residents and minimise through traffic.  Residents from Merewether use local roads to 
avoid traffic lights but the roads in this area were never meant to carry such high volumes of traffic. 
It would be excellent if the council would review this situation with the RTA.  Local Traffic signs are in very poor 
repair and missing in some areas and larger vehicles are using roads in the vicinity. 
Why are you reviewing the heritage controls at all? The current controls need to stay in place to protect the built 
heritage. 
Would strongly oppose any changes or developments which detract from the nature of the Hamilton South 
Garden Suburb Heritage Conservation area 

Yes, 'heritage' homes should not be demolished, with new ones which do not fit into the heritage character which 
supposedly is valued by NCC in this area being built in their place. 
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